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Let p be a prime number and G be a p-group. A. Lubotzky and A. Mann J.
.Algebra 105, 1987, 484]505 have introduced the notion of a powerfully embedded
subgroup of G. Our main result gives a characterisation of those powerfully
embedded subgroups which are contained in the Frattini subgroup of G, when p is
odd. When p s 2, the subgroups characterised have a weaker property than
.powerful embedding. This result also yields information on the structure of
``d-maximal'' 2-groups. Q 1997 Academic Press
In this note, G is a p-group and we write:
v  .d G for the minimal number of generators of G;
v  .   . 4sr G s min d H ¬ H : G for the sectional rank of G;
v
n  .G for the subgroup of G generated by nth powers n G 1 ;
v  .F G for its Frattini subgroup.
w xRecall 6, 2 that a normal subgroup N of G is powerfully embedded in
w x 2 pG if G, N : N and that G is powerful if it is powerfully embedded in
itself. In this note, we wish to study a closely related property for p s 2:
DEFINITION 1. A normal subgroup N of a 2-group G is almost power-
fully embedded in G if
 . w x 2i G, N : N ;
 . w x  2 .2ii N, N : N .
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We have the following implications:
Powerfully embedded « almost powerfully embedded « powerful.
Only the second implication deserves an explanation. We have to show
w x  2 .2 w x 4 w xthat N, N : N « N, N : N . This is 2, p. 49, Example 4 . For the
convenience of the reader, we provide a quick proof. We may assume that
4 w xN s 1 and that N, N is central and elementary abelian. Then, for
a , . . . , a g N,1 r
22 2 w xa . . . a s a . . . a a , a . 1 r 1 r i j
hence
22 42 2 w xa . . . a s a . . . a a , a s 1. . .  .1 r 1 r i j
Note that almost powerfully embedded is strictly weaker than powerfully
embedded, as one sees by taking for G the dihedral or quaternion group
of order 8 and for N a cyclic subgroup of index 2. Taking two subgroups of
index 2, N / N of the quaternion group of order 8 also gives an example1 2
where N and N are almost powerfully embedded in G but N N s G is1 2 1 2
 w x .not compare 6, Theorem 4.1.1 , but see Corollary 1 below .
 .  . wIf G is powerful, then d H F d G for all H : G 6, Theorem 1.12 and
x4.1.12 . The following theorem can be viewed as a refinement of this
property. For convenience, we define for p ) 2 almost powerfully embed-
ded as powerfully embedded and introduce the notation
w x pF N s G, N N 1 .  .G
for a subgroup N of G.
 .  .THEOREM 1. 1 Assume p s 2 and let N eG such that N : F G and
 . 2 w  . x  2 .2F N s N . Then F G , N : N . In particular, N is almost power-G
fully embedded in G.
 .2 For a normal subgroup N eG, consider the following conditions:
 .a N is almost powerfully embedded in G.
 .b For any subgroup H of G, one has
d HN y d H s l HN : H y l F H F N : F H G 0, 2 .  .  .  .  .  .  . .G
 .  .where for two p-groups L : K, l K : L [ log K : L .p
 .  .  .  .  .c F N s F N and, for any subgroup H of G, d HN G d H .G
 .  .   ..d sr N s d NrF N .G
 .  .  .  .  .  .  .Then a « b m c « d ; if N : F G , d « a .
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COROLLARY 1. Assume p s 2 and let M, N be two normal subgroups of
 .G such that M, N : F G . If M and N are almost powerfully embedded in G,
w x 2 w xthen so are N, G , N , MN, and M, N .
 . w xUsing 1 , the proof is the same as that of 6, Theorem 1.1 and 4.1.1 .
 .Remarks. 1 The example where G is an extraspecial p-group of
 .  .   .  ..exponent p and N s G shows that, in general, b £ a hence d £ a
 .in Theorem 1 when N ­ F G .
 .2 Theorem 1 obviously remains true if G is a finitely generated
pro-p-group, N is an open normal subgroup of G, and H runs through the
 .  .open subgroups of G in condition b of Theorem 1 2 .
In order to get smooth proofs, it is useful to set up a little bit of
machinery.
DEFINITION 2. Let N be a subgroup of G. We set
 . 1  . n  .  ny1 ..  .a F N s N; F N s F F N n G 2 , where F is de-G G G G G
 .fined in 1 .
 . n  . n  . nq1 .  .b gr N s F N rF N n G 1 .G G G
 . 1  . n n  .We simply write gr N for gr N and gr for gr G .G G G G
n  .  .For N s G, F N is the nth term P G of the ``lower p-series'' of GG n
w x 2  .  .6, 2 ; in particular, F G s F G .G
 .  .  .LEMMA 1. a If N : M, F N : F M .G G
 .  .  .  .b If N eG, then F N eG, F N : N, and gr N is abelian ofG G G
exponent p.
 . w  . x w  .x w x.c If N, M eG, F N , M : N, F M F N, M .G G G
 . n  .  . n  .d For all n, F N : P G . In particular, F HF N s H forG n nG1 G
all H : G.
 .  .e If F N s N, then N s 1.G
 . w  . k  .x nqk .f If N eG, P G , F N : F N .n G G
w xIf N eG, by Lemma 1 the commutator map induces pairings , :
i  . j iqj . pgr N = gr ª gr N . Moreover, the p-power map g ¬ g induces aG G G
i  . iq1 .map p : gr N ª gr N . We have:G G
 . w xLEMMA 2. a The pairings , are anticommutati¨ e and satisfy the Jacobi
identity.
 . i  . iq1 .b The map p : gr N ª gr N is linear if p ) 2 or i ) 1. IfG G
p s 2 and i s 1, it satisfies
2 2 2 w xa q b s a q b q a, b .
 .for a, b g gr N .G
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 .  . i  . jc For any n, g g gr N = gr , we ha¨eG G
p iqjq1w xn , g g gr N if p ) 2 or i ) 1 .Gpw xn , g s 2 w x w xn , g q n , g , n if p s 2 and i s 1.
The same identities hold when exchanging the roles of n and g.
Proof of Theorem 1. It rests on the following two propositions:
PROPOSITION 1. Let H, N be two subgroups of G, with N normal in G.
w x  .Suppose that H, N : F N : H. Then
HN F H F N .  .
d HN y d H s d y d . .  .  /  /H F H .
 . p  . w x  .  .If moreo¨er F N s N p ) 2 and N, N : F H p s 2 , the right
 .hand side hence the left hand side of this equality is G 0.
  . p .The condition F N s N is automatic for p s 2.
PROPOSITION 2. Let N be a normal subgroup of G. Then the following
conditions are equi¨ alent:
 .a N is almost powerfully embedded in G;
 . 1  . 2  .  .b The map p : gr N ª gr N of Lemma 2 b is linear andG G
surjecti¨ e.
 .If these conditions hold for N, they also hold for F N .G
Granting Propositions 1 and 2, we prove Theorem 1:
 .  . 2 1  .Proof of Theorem 1 1 . Since F N s N , the map p : gr N ªG G
2  .  .gr N is surjective. Since N : F G , this map is also linear. The conclu-G
sion now follows from Proposition 2.
 .  .  .  .Proof of a « b in Theorem 1 2 . Consider H s HF N . We have1 G
w x w x  .  .  . pH , N : G, N : F N : H . Since F N = F N = N and1 G 1 G
 . p  .  . pF N s N , one has F N s F N s N . Moreover, if p s 2 we haveG G
22w xN , N : N s F F N : F H . .  .  . .G 1
 .Therefore we can apply Proposition 1 to the pair H , N . This gives1
HN F HF N F N .  . .G G
d HN y d HF N s d y d .  . .G  /  /HF N F HF N .  . .G G
G 0.
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But
F HF N : F H H , F N F F N as F N eG .  .  .  .  . .  .  .G G G G
: F H F3 N , .  .G
and on the other hand, by Proposition 2
p3F N s F N : F HF N , .  .  . .  .G G G
  ..  . 3  .hence F HF N s F H F N andG G
HN F H F N .  .G
d HN y d HF N s d y d G 0. .  . .G 3 /  /HF N F H F N .  .  .G G
3 .
 .Observe that HF N is normal in HN and that the quotient isG
 . 3  .  .  .elementary abelian. The same applies to F H F N in F H F N .G G
 .Hence equation 3 can also be written
d HN y d HF N .  . .G
s l HN : HF N y l F H F N : F H F3 N G 0. 4 .  .  .  .  .  . .  .G G G
 . n  . Apply equation 4 with F N instead of N, for all n G 1 PropositionG
.  .  .2 . Adding up and using Lemma 1 d , we get equation 2 .
 .  .  .Proof of b m c . We show that actually the equality d HN y
 .  .   .  .  ..  .d H s l HN : H y l F H F N : F H in equation 2 is equivalentG
 .  .  4to the condition F N s F N . In one direction, taking H s 1 in thisG
  ..  .   ..  .equality yields l N : F N s d N s l N : F N , whence F N sG G
 .F N . In the other, we have
d HN y d H s l HN : F HN y l H : F H .  .  .  . .  .
s l NH : H y l F HN : F H . .  .  . .
 .  .  .  .w x  .  .  .We have F H F N : F HN : F H N, N F N : F H F N ,G
 .  .hence the equality if F N s F N .G
 .  .  .  .  .Proof of c « d . For H : N we get d H F d N , hence sr N s
 .  .  .d N and the conclusion follows from F N s F N .G
 .  .  .  .  .Proof of d « a when N : F G . By 1 , we need only for p s 2
w x pshow that G, N : N . By Proposition 2, we need only show that
 .   ..p : gr N ª gr F N is linear and surjective. Note that, for anyG G G
 .   ..  .  .N eG, one has sr N G d gr N . Therefore, if G, N satisfies c , soG
 3  . 3  .. 3  .does GrF N , NrF N and we may assume that F N s 1. AsG G G
 . w x w  .x 3  .   ..N : F G , N, N : N, F G : F N Lemma 1 f s 1, so N isG
 .  .  .   ..abelian. But then sr N s d N and the equality d N s d NrF NG
p p .  .forces F N : N , hence F N s N .G G
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We now prove Propositions 1 and 2.
 . w xProof of Proposition 1. First assume F N s 1, Then H, N s 1,
 .  .hence F HN s F H . Therefore there is an exact sequence of elemen-
tary abelian groups,
1 ª HrF H ª HNrF HN ª HNrH ª 1, .  .
hence the proposition in this case.
 .  .  .In general, F N is normal in G. Set G s GrF N , H s HrF N ,
 .  .  .  .and N s NrF N . We have HrF H s HrF H F N , hence an exact
sequence of elementary abelian groups
F H F N .  .
1 ª ª HrF H ª HF H ª 1 .  .
F H .
and the equality
F H F N .  .
d H y d H s d . .  .  /F H .
The identity of Proposition 1 then follows from the latter, the equality
d HN y d H s d HNrH . .  .
 .  .shown above, and the observation that HNrF HN ª HNrF HN and
HNrH ª HNrH are isomorphisms.
 . p w x  .Finally, assume that F N s N and N, N : F H if p s 2. Then
raising to the pth power induces a linear surjection
HN F H F N .  .
ª .
H F H .
The issue is to see that this map is additive. It certainly is if p ) 2, and
  ..for p s 2 it is at most quadratic compare Lemma 2 b . But its linearity is
w x  .guaranteed in this case by the assumption N, N : F H , as one easily
sees by rewriting it as
N F N .
ª .
N l H F N l F H .  .
Hence we have the positivity of the right hand side in Proposition 1.
 .  .Proof of Proposition 2. Clearly, a « b . We shall prove that if condi-
 .  .tion b holds for N, then it holds for F N , and then prove thatG
 .  .b « a .
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 .  .  .Assume b holds for N in Proposition 2. From Lemma 2 b and c we
k  . kq1 .deduce inductively that p : gr N ª gr N is linear and surjective forG G
1  . 2  .  .all k G 1 if p : gr N ª gr N is. The only issue is k s 2. For n, g gG G
1  . 1 w 2 x w x2 w xx w x 2gr N = gr , we have n , g s n, g q g, n . But g, n s m forG G
1  .some m g gr N , henceG
22w x w x w x w xn , g , n s n , m s n , m q m , n , m s 0
w xsince n, m s 0.
 . k  .We now prove that a holds for F N by descending induction on k.G
 k  . 4  .Let n s max k G 1 ¬ gr N / 0 . Obviously a holds for k s n. ForG
k  . ky1 . p kq1 . kq1 .k - n, we have F N s F N F N , and by induction F NG G G G
k p ky1 p .  .s F N : F N .G G
 .  .An Application. A p-group is said to be d-maximal if d H - d G for
any proper subgroup H of G. Any p-group G contains a d-maximal1
 .  .subgroup G such that d G s sr G . If G is d-maximal, then GrN is1
 .  . wd-maximal for all N eG contained in F G . If p ) 2, P G s 1 5,3
x  .  . w xTheorem . If p s 2 and d G F 3, P G s 1 1, Theorem 3.2 ; more3
  .  ..  . wgenerally, if p s 2 and d P G rP G F 2, then P G s 1 3, p. 2442 3 3
 .x w x w xB . Minh 7 provided cohomological proofs of several results of 3 and
 .produced an example of a d-maximal 2-group G with d G s 4 and
 . w  .x  wP G / 1, pointing out a mistake in 3, Theorem A b see also 4, Sect.3
x.5 .
  ..For any group G, write g G for its descending central series.n nG1
 .THEOREM 2. Let G be a 2-group. If GrP G is d-maximal, then G is3
 .  .d-maximal F G is almost powerfully embedded in G, as well as all P G forn
 .  . 2 ny 1all n G 2, and P G s g G s G for all n G 1.n n
 .  .Proof. We may assume P G / 1. Let f : P G ª C be a surjective3 3 2
 . w xhomomorphism, trivial on P G . By 3, Proposition A1 , the composite4
f2 22 3 2 3gr ª gr ª C is non-trivial; this shows that gr ª gr is surjecti¨ e, andG G 2 G G
 .it is evidently linear. By Proposition 2, F G is almost powerfully embed-
 .2 nded in G. By Corollary 1, the same is true of F G for all n G 1. The
 .  . w x  .equality P G s g G was proved in 3, Lemma A2 ; the equality P Gn n n
2 ny 1  .s G is trivial for n s 2 and follows from the powerfulness of F G for
w xn ) 2 6, Theorem 4.1.3 , or directly from Proposition 2.
 .It remains to see that G is d-maximal. By Theorem 1 2 , one has
 .   ..d H F d HF G for all H : G. If H is a proper subgroup of G, so is
 .   ..   ..  .  .HF G . But F HF G = F F G s P G see above . So we have3
HF G .
d H F d HF G F d - d GrP G s d G , .  .  .  . .  .3 /P G .3
and G is d-maximal.
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